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Abstract
In this study the changes in properties of the maturing mantle and circumpulpal dentin were
quantitatively analyzed. Sections from six fetal bovine undecalcified incisors were used. Regions of
mantle and circumpulpal dentin of sequential maturation stages were identified on spectroscopic
images acquired by Fourier Transform Infrared Imaging. Spectroscopic parameters corresponding
to mineral properties at these stages were analyzed and reported as a function of distance from the
cervix of the incisor, the latter representing tissue age. Mineral parameters were correlated with
distance from the cervix. Values of these parameters in mantle and circumpulpal dentin were
compared. A multi-phasic pattern of changes was found for all the parameters examined, with most
of the alterations occurring in the initial maturation period. The patterns of temporal variation in
mantle and circumpulpal dentin mineral properties show distinct developmental stages and were not
identical for the two dentin compartments. The study showed that mineral maturation in dentin is
not a linear process and that mantle dentin is developmentally distinct from circumpulpal dentin,
presenting at certain stages different physicochemical events during the maturation of the tissue.
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Introduction
Changes in the mineral properties of developing hard tissues have been the subject of several
studies reviewed elsewhere [1]. In dentin such studies are limited [2-5], due to the lack of an
appropriate model. The extensive anatomical variability [6-7] and a location-dependent
variability in mineral properties, shown by spectroscopic, x-ray and biomechanical methods
[7-11] also make interpretation of dentin mineral maturation data difficult. The combination
of a high resolution spectroscopic imaging method and a fetal developing calf incisor model
has been previously shown to be suitable [5]. Using this methodology, it is possible to identify
and analyze dentin areas which are histologically comparable and have a continuous range of
successive tissue ages.
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Traditionally, two types of dentin were identified based on differences in histology and in
properties of the mineral or the matrix; mantle dentin (adjacent to the dentinoenamel junction)
and circumpulpal dentin (the remainder of the dentin structure). Different mechanisms of
initiation of mineralization [12-13] and organization of the collagenous matrix [14] have been
described, mandating separate analyses in these two kinds of dentin. Despite the fact that a
region of distinct properties adjacent to DEJ is commonly recognized, the dimensions of this
region is controversial and varies depending on the analyzed properties (histological,
biochemical, mechanical). For the purposes of the present study, we examined a dentin zone
next to DEJ that in a previous study in fetal developing incisors [5] was characterized by a
different mineral maturation pattern than the rest of dentin and presented a consistent width
throughout maturation, as well as the part of the dentin bulk immediately adjacent to that zone.
These zones will be referred to as mantle and circumpulpal dentin, respectively.

Changes in the mineral properties during maturation of mantle and circumpulpal bovine dentin
were quantitatively evaluated by spectroscopic imaging and are reported as a function of tissue
age. The previous qualitative analyses of changes in mineral properties of developing dentin
[4-5] are thus complemented with quantitative results.

Materials and Methods
Specimen preparation

Third lateral incisors from six fetal -third trimester of gestation-calf jaws, obtained from a
commercial source (Aries Scientific, Dallas, TX,) were used for Fourier Transform Infrared
Imaging (FTIRI) analysis. The jaws were stored at -70°C prior to use, at which time teeth were
extracted. The specimens were partially fixed in absolute methanol, dehydrated and embedded
in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Teeth were bisected longitudinally with a diamond
wafering wheel saw and nondecalcified 2μm-thick sections of the incisor crowns were
produced from one half using a Jung Polycut E microtome (Reichert-Jung, Heildeberg,
Germany). The sections were mounted between two barium fluoride windows for FTIRI.

Spectroscopic Imaging overview
The final spectroscopic data analyzed was only a part of the whole imaging data set acquired
from each incisor, corresponding to the selected for analysis dentin regions within the incisor.
The rest of the data set enabled the identification of mantle and circumpulpal dentin regions
of successive tissue ages.

The spectroscopic imaging analysis overall consisted of (A) collection of FTIR data, (B)
general processing of FTIR data and creation of spectroscopic images, (C) selection of mantle
and circumpulpal dentin regions of successive tissue ages and extraction of spectral data from
selected regions, (D) spectroscopic analysis of data from selected regions. Analyses of the
carbonate substitution in the dentin mineral were conducted using separate sections from the
same specimen blocks and are described in (section E). Statistical analysis performed on the
results is described in (F).

A. Collection of FTIR data—A Spectrum Spotlight FTIR Imaging system (Perkin-Elmer
Instruments, Shelton, CT) was used. The data collection, as well as the general data processing
methodology, is described in detail elsewhere [15-16]. Briefly, the FTIRI instrument consists
of a continuous scan interferometer interfaced to a MCT (Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride) focal
plane 2×8 array detector, from which each element acquires a spectrum from a ∼ 6.25μm ×
6.25μm area within the tissue. Cervical, middle-crown and incisal areas of the labial aspect of
the crowns were analyzed with a 4cm-1 spectral resolution. The cervical 4,000μm were
analyzed in a continuous mode and the rest of the crowns (middle and incisal parts) in non-
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continuous segments. Spectral data were processed by a combination of instrument software
and ISYS Chemical Imaging software (v 3.1, Spectral Dimensions Inc., Olney, MD, USA).

B. General processing of FTIR data and creation of spectroscopic images—The
spectroscopic parameters analyzed for the study of respective mineral properties, method used
to calculate these parameters and references for the method used are summarized on Table I.
Mineral:matrix images were first generated for the analyzed incisor segments, as the basis for
localization of dentin areas to be retrieved. These images were spatially masked for presence
of tissue matrix.

C. Selection of mantle and circumpulpal dentin regions of successive tissue
ages and extraction of spectral data from selected regions—Successive maturation
stage areas for mantle and circumpulpal dentin were identified, and pooled spectra were
extracted from each (fig. 1D-E). For identification of these areas for analysis the DEJ was first
defined as the point of transition to progressively higher mineral: matrix values based on the
spatially masked mineral:matrix images (fig. 1E). An average of approximately 100μm width
was defined for mantle dentin in third lateral incisors, based on the imaging results. Spectra
were pooled from pixels of approximately 32μm (5 pixels) of mantle dentin closest to the
beginning of the DEJ at the selected maturation stages and co-added to generate a single
spectrum. For circumpulpal dentin analysis, the equivalent area was located from 100μm
to132μm (32μm wide areas) from the beginning of DEJ at the same cervical to incisal locations.
Areas for analysis were approximately 125μm in a cervical to incisal direction for each
maturation point, thus making a total of ∼100 pixels at each mantle or circumpulpal dentin
observation.

Dentin areas were analyzed every 200μm for the 1,000μm of the cervical end of the crown
(when initial changes occur faster) and every 500-1,000μm towards the incisal edge for the
rest of the analyzed cervical field. The final results for each analyzed parameter were grouped
at 200μm intervals for the cervical 1,000μm and at 500μm intervals thereafter. Means and
standard deviations of values for every parameter at the designated distances from the cervix
of the tooth were plotted.

Spectroscopic identification of DEJ in young dentin In the most cervical regions of the
developing incisors, the enamel, which was in the secretory or early maturation stage, had
mineral: matrix levels similar to those of dentin and the DEJ was not readily identifiable. To
address this, the use of a 1650:1660cm-1 relative peak height ratio within the Amide I band
was validated. The 1660cm-1 relative peak height represents the collagen triple helix structure
within the dentin matrix, while the 1650cm-1 peak is associated with an α-helix conformation
of enamel amelogenins [20]. The use of this parameter was validated through identification of
early enamel with SEM backscattered imaging.

D. Analysis of spectral data from selected region—Spectra from isolated mantle or
circumpulpal regions were exported for calculation of the relevant spectroscopic parameters
into another software package (Win IR-Pro 3.1, Digilab, MA). All the results were presented
as a function of each analyzed region’s distance from the incisor cervix, the latter representing
tissue age.

E. Carbonate substitution analysis—A separate set of thicker (5μm) sections from the
same incisors were used for analysis of the carbonate band, as the latter is relatively weak in
the younger mineral. The v2 carbonate band consists of 3 sub-bands, corresponding to different
types of carbonate substitution (fig. 2C-relative ratios of substitution types calculated as shown
in Table I).
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F. Statistical analysis—Statistical analysis was performed on selected segments of the
spectroscopic parameter curves plotted against distance of region analyzed from incisor cervix.
Correlation of these parameters with distance from cervix was examined. The values were
compared between mantle and circumpulpal dentin using repeated measures ANOVA (SPSS
14.0, SPSS Inc., USA).

Results
Histologic analysis of typical unerupted bovine incisors is presented in fig. 1AB. H&E staining
of a section from a demineralized specimen (1A) shows the anatomical parts of a crown and
the typical distribution of dentinal tubules within the crown. This distribution also coincides
with that of collagen fibers and the direction in which the tissue develops in circumpulpal
dentin. This regular dentinal tubule pattern discontinues in the mantle dentin area, which
instead is characterized by ramifications of dentinal tubules (insert). With the exception of a
small area in the incisal region, enamel is still in the secretory or early maturation stage. Fig.
1B shows the gradient of mineral densities from the young tissue cervical areas to mature tissue
incisal areas in both dentin and enamel. Fig. 1C-E illustrates the process for localization of
dentin areas sampled for the study. The scanned areas within a fetal developing bovine incisor
(1C), location of analyzed mantle and circumpulpal dentin regions on the incisor (1D) and
location of pixels integrated for mantle and circumpulpal dentin analysis from a single region
(1E) are shown schematically.

A typical dentin spectrum, with the v1v3 PO4
3-, Amide I and v2CO3

2- spectral areas, is shown
in fig. 2A. Corresponding subbands (resulting from component vibrational modes) within the
v1v3 PO4

3- spectral envelope are shown in fig. 2B. Relative peak heights associated with these
modes were used for analysis of crystallinity and the relative acidic phosphate content. The
component modes within the v2 CO3

2- spectral area that correspond to different types of
carbonate substitution are shown in fig. 2C.

The DEJ in the mineral: matrix images was typically represented by a ∼32μm (5 pixels) wide
transition from the mineral:matrix values (3 to 10) that are characteristic of the developing and
mature mantle dentin to the very high values (over 30) that are characteristic of enamel. Mantle
dentin was approximately 80-100μm wide, with lower mineral:matrix and crystallinity values
than the adjacent dentin. Fig.3 shows how the 1650:1660 cm-1 relative peak heights ratio was
validated. The backscattered electron image is in good agreement with the 1650:1660 cm-1

image of young enamel.

Fig. 4 shows the quantitative results for the mineral parameters with the exception of carbonate
substitution. Mineral:matrix values (4A) showed a rapid initial increase (first 2,000μm from
the cervix), followed by a longer, more progressive one lasting into the most advanced
maturation stages (incisal edge). The rate of this increase and the mean values in circumpulpal
and mantle dentin differed significantly (Table II). The mineral:matrix values had some
fluctuation along the crown that was similar in mantle and circumpulpal dentin and did not
reach a plateau for either kind of dentin even at the incisal edge. The youngest of the incisors
were not thick enough to obtain data from circumpulpal dentin, so in the 0-600μm region such
data points came from fewer observations. These observations were included for the mineral
parameters (fig. 4A-C), while they were omitted for the carbonate parameters (fig. 5A-C), as
the signal/noise ratio was too low in the most cervical circumpulpal regions.

The distribution of crystallinity (fig. 4B-Table II) indicated a relatively sharp increase for both
mantle and circumpulpal dentin regions up to a distance of approximately 1,600 μm from the
cervix. After that point, the crystallinity values were more evenly distributed and in late stages
(over 5,500μm) there was a slight yet statistically significant decrease in circumpulpal dentin
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regions. Such a decrease was not found for mantle dentin, while the average values were
significantly lower than those of circumpulpal dentin. The relative acidic phosphate content
showed a pronounced decrease with increasing distance (up to 2,00μm from the cervix; fig.
4C). As with crystallinity, this parameter leveled off. Mantle dentin levels were increased
slightly yet significantly at the end of the late stage (over 7,000μm; Table II).

The distributions of the relative carbonate substitution of the mineral, type A/type B carbonate
substitution and relative amount of labile carbonate, analyzed on the 5μm sections, are
presented in fig. 5A-C. The values of carbonate substitution were comparable in early stages
of mantle and circumpulpal dentin (up to 5,000μm from the cervix; (fig. 5A-Table II). At later
stages there was a significant positive correlation of carbonate substitution with tissue age in
mantle dentin, as well as significantly higher levels of substitution compared to circumpulpal
dentin. The relative type of carbonate substitution did not change during the initial stages (fig.
5B; Table II) for mantle or circumpulpal dentin. A-type substitution later became slightly but
significantly higher in circumpulpal dentin compared to mantle dentin, with a concomitant
slight increase over 5,000μm that was not observed in mantle dentin. The reverse was observed
in the relative presence of labile carbonate (fig. 5C), where mantle dentin showed slightly but
significantly higher levels at late stages (over 5,000μm), while no changes were observed for
mantle or circumpulpal dentin prior to that point.

Discussion
In this study FTIR imaging analyses provided new quantitative information on the spatial
variation in mineral properties of developing bovine incisors. While ideally a study of human
incisors would be more clinically relevant, it would have been difficult to obtain a sufficient
number of incompletely formed crowns, as could be done from bovine fetuses. Results in this
study were based on identification of the mantle dentin zone and selection of histologically
similar areas at different development stages. The region of circumpulpal dentin that is closest
to mantle dentin was selected for analysis because it is the most reproducible area in
circumpulpal dentin that can be retrieved and is anatomically similar to mantle dentin. In this
way, any differences in mineral properties between the two dentin types identified in the study
were likely to reflect differences in their nature and not location-dependent anatomical
variability. A coaddition of spectra from ∼100 pixels per analyzed area was used for
enhancement of spectral quality and for alleviation of operator bias in area selection. Almost
the entire area of a representative 2μm longitudinal section within each incisor was used for
study of the mineral properties analyzed through the major (v1,v3) phosphate vibrational mode.
More extensive sampling was conducted for rapidly changing young, rather than older, dentin.

Variability in the results may reflect both animal to animal inconsistency as well as variations
in the orientation of the sectioning plane in the developing crown, as observed during micro-
Computed Tomography (unpublished). Although distance from cervix may not be exactly
reproducible from one incisor to the other, one stage of tooth development (late third trimester)
and a single tooth type were used to maximize reproducibility. For this discussion, we will
assume equivalence between distance from cervix of a given mantle or circumpulpal dentin
region in a fetal incisor and time elapsed since the beginning of dentin mineralization in this
region. Use of the labial aspect would also minimize variation. It has to be kept in mind that
the present results could be expected to differ to a certain extent for the lingual aspect. On a
biomechanics level, properties such as the elastic modulus of dentin can be very different
between the two locations [7].

The initial steep increase in relative mineral content shown in the results suggested a higher
mineral accretion by initial mineral nucleation, rather than by subsequent crystal growth. The
same results also indicated that shortly after circumpulpal dentin was formed there was less
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mineral in mantle compared to circumpulpal level. A part of the observed variability in mineral
density and the reported variation in mechanical properties as a function of location [11,13,
22] is attributable to thinning of the peritubular dentin [7] and the decrease of dentinal tubule
density [6,14,23-24] that occurs progressively away from the pulp. Peritubular dentin is
hypermineralized with respect to intertubular dentin, with differences in the estimated mineral
content reported ranging from 9% to 40% [23-24]. Close to the DEJ a terminal branching of
the dentinal tubules creates a higher relative amount of matrix, further adding to the apparent
hypomineralization. The mineral content decrease observed in the present study is much
steeper than could be explained by the difference in the relative density of peritubular dentin
alone, supporting the distinct nature of mantle dentin. The width of the mantle dentin zone
(based here on its distinct mineral properties relative to the rest of dentin) has been a subject
of controversy in addition to debate about its relative mineral and matrix content [7,25-26]. In
our results, mantle dentin in bovine incisors was represented by an 80-100μm wide strip, in
agreement with earlier data [5]. The fluctuations in the increase in mineral density along the
crown may be explained by the wavy distribution of dentinal tubules within the crown, or
masses of hypomineralized interglobular dentin appearing periodically in the section.

Information on the composition of the mineral was obtained by analysis of relative peak heights
were used for the component subbands within the broad v1,v3 PO4

3- spectral envelope
representing crystallinity and relative acidic phosphate content of the mineral. The relative
peak height ratio at 1030cm-1 and 1020cm-1 used for crystallinity analysis has been shown to
be correlated with results using a curve fitting process in bone [15]. The relative acid phosphate
(HPO2- ) content was calculated as the ratio of relative peak heights at 1123cm-1 and the overall
v1,v3 PO4

3- peak [19,27-28]. Spectral analysis showed that higher crystallinity levels in
circumpulpal than mantle dentin were established soon after initial mineralization. Crystallinity
changes of the dentin mineral were biphasic, with a decrease more prominent in mantle than
circumpulpal dentin, taking place during the later stages of mineralization. The final decrease
in crystallinity possibly reflects new mineral nucleation, as well as new peritubular dentin
forming in later stages [29]. While these changes in the semi-quantitative 1030/1020 cm-1 ratio
analysis are relatively small (in the order of approximately 10%), the real changes in
crystallinity may be more pronounced. Changes of acidic phosphate content paralleled those
of crystallinity, as most of the decrease took place in the initial maturation stages. After a
plateau of the acidic phosphate content values for a certain time, there was a slight change in
the opposite direction during the latest stages, of which a part could again be the result of late
formation of peritubular dentin. Contrary to the case of crystallinity, the pattern of change of
acidic phosphate content was similar in mantle and circumpulpal dentin. Ionic substitutions,
such as the HPO4

2-, are important in determining the reactivity and physical properties of
hydroxyapatite. While there has been some suggestion that either amorphous calcium
phosphate or octacalcium phosphate is the initial mineral phase formed in bones and teeth
[30-31], recent NMR studies by Jager et al [32] have demonstrated that the presence of acid
phosphate on the surface of the hydroxyapatite nano-crystals can explain the observed
spectroscopic data without invoking the presence of another mineral phase. Using infrared
spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction, increases in HPO4

2- content have been determined to
produce an expansion of the hydroxyapatite a axis at a rate of ∼0.0015=Å/ wt% [33]. The
presence of HPO4

2-may also induce crystal disorder, as has been shown to happen even in
well-crystallized hydroxyapatites when carbonate substitutes for phosphate [34]. Changes in
the relative amount of carbonate in the mineral (carbonate:mineral) or the type of carbonate
substitution during dentin maturation, in the present results, were not significant. Different
trends in carbonate substitution that appeared between mantle and circumpulpal dentin, such
as the A type substitution being somewhat higher in circumpulpal dentin, probably required a
large sample size to be statistically corroborated. The increase in relative carbonate content of
the mantle only dentin that appeared (although not statistically significant) at later stages of
maturation could account in part for the decrease in crystallinity evident at the same stages in
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mantle dentin. An average content for carbonate in dentin has been estimated by gravimetry
to be of the order of 3-4% [35]. In density fractionated dentin [2], a slight increase of CO2
(ranging from 2.99% to 3.21%) was found. The present results were similar to those acquired
from human teeth analysis [4], with lack of significant changes in the relative amount of
carbonate and in relative type of carbonate substitution (A vs. B type).

In a previous study using adult human molars [4] similar properties of developing dentin
mineral in a continuum of tissue ages were examined. . An increase of mineral content with
dentin maturation was found in the human molars, as in the present bovine incisor study. It
was reported that the human dentin at the mineralization front, which was considered to
constitute the earliest formed dentin, is poorly crystalline but right beyond that front mineral
crystals reach their final crystallinity values and do not evolve further. The present bovine
dentin results partly agreed with that observation, but crystallinity here increased over a wider
tissue age span. The present results for developing dentin mineral properties can not be directly
compared to the results from human molars, because of the qualitative nature of that analysis,
the histologic variability that exists between predentin and DEJ independently of
developmental stage, and the absence of separate analyses for mantle dentin. Aside from dentin
studies, similar quantitative data on mineral density changes have been reported for human
cortical, trabecular, and osteonal bone mineral maturation using FTIR microspectroscopy
[19,27]. For the osteonal bone, a narrower range of changes in the mineral:matrix values
(approximately 25%) was described from the center of the osteon (youngest bone) to its
periphery (most mature part), probably as a result of bone remodeling that does not allow for
a tissue age range as extensive as in dentin. The existing quantitative data in osteonal and
lamellar bone suggest that the overall increase in mineral crystallinity is much greater than the
one observed in dentin. Several studies of maturation in synthetic apatites [28] or bone [19,
27,36,39] have also shown mineral crystallinity, analyzed by either X-ray diffraction or
spectroscopy, to increase with tissue age. The decrease in HPO4

2- relative content has also
been described in bone [36-38], but a relative rate was not provided. For the total carbonate
content In bone, both a decrease [19] and an increase of with increasing age [39] have been
described. Changes of the carbonate environment with advancing tissue age were shown
[19], with a decrease of the labile carbonate, a slight decrease in Type A and a corresponding
slight increase in Type B carbonate. The discrepancies between the crystallinity and carbonate
findings in bone and dentin studies might be the result of the turnover in bone, or of true
differences in regulation of mineralization by the bone and dentin-forming cells and matrix
proteins [40].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first quantitative report of changes in mineral properties
of mantle and circumpulpal dentin during maturation. The results showed differences between
mantle and circumpulpal dentin in the pattern of these changes, implying some different
developmental mechanism. For both dentin types and for all the properties examined,
maturation was not a linear process but showed a bi- or multi-phasic nature. It would be of
great interest to examine the possibility of an active, cell-regulated mechanism responsible for
the changes in the mineral properties observed at late maturation stages, using a suitable animal,
cell- or organ-culture model. The present data can independently be used as a reference for
relevant studies in human or murine species, under physiologic and pathologic conditions, or
studies of developing dentin from genetically targeted animals.
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Fig 1.
Fetal bovine I3 lateral incisors. (A) Demineralized H&E stained section shows incisor anatomy
parts. A matrix gradient of relative matrix amount is noted in the enamel. Note the orientation
of dentinal tubules changing sharply in the area close to DEJ, the integrity of which is indicated
by the presence of enamel crystals (higher magnification insert). (B) Mineral distribution in a
Von Kossa stained non-demineralized section. Note the lower mineral density in the cervical
region of both dentin and enamel (light brown-stained) (C) Micrograph of section used for
FTIRI analysis showing young (cervical), older (middle) and oldest (incisal) regions. (D)
Location of the crown regions in which mantle and circumpulpal dentin was analyzed from
the incisor shown in (C). (E) Mineral:matrix image of incisor region indicated by bold frame
in (D) Identification of MD and CD pixels from which co-added spectra were extracted.
E=enamel, DEJ=dentinoenamel junction, MD=mantle dentin, CD=circumpulpal dentin,
D=dentin, P=pulp, *=predentin.
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Fig 2.
(A) Typical dentin spectrum, indicating spectral areas used in the analysis. (B) v1v3 PO4

3- band
with underlying component modes revealed by curve-fitting. Subbands corresponding to
relative peak heights that were used for calculation of crystallinity and acidic
phosphate:mineral calculation are noted. (C) v2 CO3= band with components determined by
curve-fitting, indicating types of carbonate substitution.
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Fig 3.
Imaging the enamel matrix: Validation of the 1650:1660 cm-1 (noncollagenous:collagen peak
height ratio) identification of enamel in early stages of maturation in the cervical part of an
analyzed incisor. (A) Image of mineral: matrix ratio. (B)1650:1660cm-1 FTIRI image. (C)
backscattered electron image of same area. Area indicated shown in higher magnification in
insert. E=enamel, D=dentin.
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Fig 4.
Distribution of spectroscopic mineral parameters as a function of distance from the cervix of
the incisor. Means and standard deviations of data points from all six animals at same distance
from cervix. (A) mineral:matrix (B) crystallinity (C) relative acidic phosphate content. Where
bar is missing, data point comes from a single observation. Open shapes=mantle dentin, closed
shapes=circumpulpal dentin.
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Fig 5.
Distribution of spectroscopic carbonate parameters as a function of distance from the cervix
of the incisor. Data from the 5μm sections. Means and standard deviations of data points from
all animals at same distance from cervix. (A) relative carbonate content (B) A type/B type
carbonate (C) labile/B type carbonate. Open shapes=mantle dentin, closed
shapes=circumpulpal dentin.
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TABLE I
SPECTROSCOPIC PARAMETERS/MINERAL PROPERTIES EXAMINED.

Spectroscopic parameter examined/ mineral
property represented

Method of calculation Reference

mineral:matrix/ relative mineral content integrated of v1v3 PO4
3- spectral area: integrated Amide I spectral

area ratio
(17)

crystallinity 1030 cm-1: 1020 cm-1 relative peak height ratio (18)
acidic phosphate:mineral/relative acidic phosphate
content

1123 cm-1:maximum peak height of v1v3 PO4
3- band at ∼1040

cm-1
(19,39)

carbonate:mineral/ relative carbonate content integrated v2 CO3
2- spectral area: integrated v1v3 PO4

3- spectral
area ratio

(21)

type A:type B carbonate/relative type A carbonate 879:871cm-1 relative peak height ratio (21)
labile:type B carbonate/relative labile carbonate 866:871cm-1 relative peak height ratio (21)
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TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECTROSCOPIC PARAMETERS IN DEVELOPING DENTIN: STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS.

Spectroscopic parameter examined Distance from
cervix (μm)

Statistical analysis

mineral: matrix
0 to 2000

linear correlation: mantle r=0.69, p<0.001/ circ r=0.84, p<0.001
ANOVA, repeated measures: mantle vs circ p<0.001 regression:
mantle-circ slope differs, p=0.015

2000 to 8500
linear correlation: mantle r=0.6, p<.001/ circ r=0.8, p<0.001 ANOVA,
repeated measures: mantle vs circ p<0.001 regression: mantle vs circ
slopes differ p=0.013

crystallinity
0 to 1600 linear correlation: mantle r=0.3, p=0.03/ circ r=0.7, p<0.001 mantle

vs circ ANOVA: NS
1600 to 5500 correlation, mantle vs circ ANOVA: NS
5500 to 8500 linear correlation: mantle NS / circ r=-.05, p=0.07 ANOVA, repeated

measures: mantle vs circ p<0.001

acidic phosphate: mineral

0 to 2000 linear correlation: mantle r=-0.7, p<0.001/ circ r=-0.8, p<0.001
2000 to 8500 linear correlation: mantle r=0.5, p=0.001/ circ r=0.3, p=0.03
7000 to 8500 ANOVA, repeated measures: mantle vs circ p=0.02

carbonate: mineral 0 to 5000 correlation, mantle vs circ ANOVA: NS
5000 to 8500 linear correlation: mantle r=0.5, p<0.001/ circ NS ANOVA, repeated

measures: mantle vs circ p<0.001
type A: type B carbonate 0 to 5000 correlation, mantle vs circ ANOVA: NS

5000 to 8500 linear correlation: mantle r=0.5, p<0.001/ circ NS ANOVA, repeated
measures: mantle vs circ p<0.001

labile: type B carbonate 0 to 5000 correlation, mantle vs circ ANOVA : NS
5000 to 8500 linear correlation: mantle r=0.6, p<0.001/ circ NS ANOVA, repeated

measures: mantle vs circ p<0.001
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